
 
   

You are invited:  
Stories of Hope and LIVIA Awards 
November 11th 13:00 - 17:30  
   

The LIVIA Foundation is inviting conflict mediation experts and past award recipients 
to join in the celebration of this year’s award winners and to discuss their conflict 
resolution experiences. Join LIVIA Foundation for a day that point to the hopeful and 
rich tapestry of conflict solution work and creative mediation experiences. 
 
  
THE PROGRAMME: 
  
13:00 - 13:25 Welcome Introduction to LIVIA Foundation.   
  
13:25 - 13:45 LIVIA Award Introduction to the work of Dignity Space and their 
initiative Peace Engineers, Ukraine. The award will be presented by Steinar Bryn from 
Nansen Academy, Norway - a previous LIVIA Prize recipient. 
  
13.45 - 14:45 Panel dialogue ‘Conditions for peace work during armed conflict’ – 
lessons from Ukraine, Syria and beyond 
With Dignity Space, Ukraine; Mobaderoon, Syria; and Steinar Bryn, Norway. 
 
14:45 - 15:15 Break 
 
15:15 - 15:35 LIVIA Award Introduction to the work of OMTÆNKE-Tanken (The 
RETHINK-tank) The award will be presented by previous LIVIA award recipients.  
 
15:35 - 15:50 Artistic performance 
 
15:50 -16:10 LIVIA AWARD Introduction to the work of ‘DEN GRØNNE 



UNGDOMSBEVÆGELSE’ (The Green Youth Movement). The award will be presented 
by a previous LIVIA award recipient, Baba, Denmark. 
 
16:10 – 17:00 Panel discussion ‘Climate, Environment and Conflict – when crises 
interconnect’ 
With DGUB, Susanne Possing from OMTÆNKE-Tanken, and The Danish Centre for 
Conflict Resolution  
 
17:00 – 17:30 Closure 
We end the day on a high note by joint singing and by inviting participants and 
guests for a glass and a chat. 
 
About LIVIA FOUNDATION: 
The LIVIA Foundation looks to amplify forceful examples of competent, nonviolent, 
and creative conflict resolution. This is done to show that conflicts can be managed 
inventively. The LIVIA Foundation supports projects, organisations and individuals 
who manage to turn conflicts into new opportunities. 
  
Address: Nationalmuseet festsal, Ny Vestergade 10, Prinsens palæ, 1471, 
Copenhagen DK. 
 
You are encouraged to stay for the duration of the programme, but access for 
specific programme points is also welcome. 
 
Participation is free but seating is limited, so please register by November 5th.: 
LIVIA Fonden Stories of hope og prisuddeling | Billetter | København | Velgørenhed 
& Gode Formål | Billetto — Denmark 
  
 
About the speakers:  
Dignity Space is based in Kiev, Ukraine. The organisation has developed the training 
programme ‘Peace Engineers’, where people from different vocations are trained in 
nonviolence, dialogue, and peacebuilding. Peace engineer alumni use their skills in 
local Ukrainian communities under very difficult circumstances and continue to do so 
after the full-scale invasion. 

OMTÆNKE-Tanken (The RETHINK-tank) The R-THINK-tank is based on principles such 
as "No to Armament - Yes to a Sustainable Security Policy". The RETHINK- tank 
abides by Olof Palme's Independent Commission on Disarmament and Security, which 
stated that nations and populations can only feel safe when their counterparts feel 
safe. Offering an alternative to a dominant discourse in favour of military superiority, 
the RETHINK-tank promotes a concept of "sustainable security policy". 

Den Grønne Ungdomsbevægelse/DGUB (The Green Youth Movement) is a group of 
young climate activists fighting for a green, just future and structural changes in 
society such as more comprehensive climate policies and biodiversity laws. DGUB 

https://billetto.dk/e/livia-fonden-stories-of-hope-og-prisuddeling-billetter-885787
https://billetto.dk/e/livia-fonden-stories-of-hope-og-prisuddeling-billetter-885787


 

seek influence through different campaigns, demonstrations and advocacy work in 
order to highlight challenges and reduce damage. DGUB’s work is based solely on 
voluntary contributions and commitment and is independent of party politics. 

 
Mobaderoon/Abir Haj Ibrahim Established as a women-led youth and community 
engagement initiative in 2010, Mobaderoon has grown as a locally 
engaged and trusted organisation and as an inclusive movement for non-
violence and for values-based learning, dialogue and action for peacebuilding for 
Syrians living across all areas of Syria and for those displaced within and outside 
Syria. 

Dr. Steinar Bryn has designed and implemented several hundred dialogue meetings 
between people in deep conflict in the Balkans, Ukraine, and beyond. He is based at 
the Nansen Academy in Norway. Since 2014 he has explored whether the experience 
in the Balkans holds relevance for Ukraine. He has been nominated for the Nobels 
Peace Prize seven times. 

The Danish Centre for Conflict Resolution is a non-profit and non-governmental 
organisation founded by Else Hammerich, a former member of the European 
Parliament. The expressed purpose of the centre is to spread knowledge of peaceful 
conflict resolution nationally as well as internationally and to ensure that individuals 
and organizations are qualified to deal with conflicts in a sensible manner.  
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